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Community Council meeting Date 11th February 2021

Who is here?

thank you we have finished

class representatives: OT, MV (sent opinions
via email), VN DB CE

staff: LG, LC, JB, AH

Article of the term - refugee children have the same rights as
all other children. Some classes have been learning about
refugee children. Some children said they haven't seen the
article of the term but we will have a new one next term and
make sure that it is up in all classes and that it is shared with
young people to make sure we continue to remember all
children's rights

Lois reported to the community council about all the changes
that have been made since the last meeting including new welly
store, reply about using Ipads in class and other changes.

Lois gave a message from Sarah Adams and SMT saying how
important the views of all children are and thanking the
community council for their contributions.

Lots of classes haven't been able to have lass meetings this term.

Thank you to the classes who have done meetings to get the view of
young people and sent the minutes to Lois.

Matters arising include YP missing going to work experience, could the
traffic lights on the bike court be fixed please? YP have been enjoying
getting football cards while they are unable to go to football matches.
Young people expressed that they were happy that all children and staff
are staying in bubbles so despite the worry around COVID and restrictions
they are happy with how the school is dealing with the situation. One YP
suggested testing staff and YP more often.

Two young people said that it is noisy at night time which disturbs their
sleep and that people going through the gates at night time wakes them
up. JB said the he would sort this for the young people. JB also said he
would look into the rules in team and one YP said that rules were different
in their home compared to other homes.

We might be getting a therapy dog called Doris. YP said that they thought
this was a really good idea as it would help children who are scared of
dogs to get used to them in a safe environment. One YP suggested we
could get a cat too.

Celebrate work experience and how we are looking forward to going back.
Enjoying beach walks

Could YP have laptops to use in class as sharing can be difficult?

AH - thanks for being invited to the meeting

JB - Can we all agree to have fun - all members of the council agree

Well done everyone for our first virtual meeting!
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